DOWNTOWN RIVERFEST SCHEDULE

4:00   Washington Pavilion Kids’ Area
closes at 5:15 Midco Tent

4:00-8:00  Rockin’ Red | Midco Tent

4:30   Hometown Glow
Great Western Bank Stage

6:30   Good Morning Bedlam
Great Western Bank Stage

8:30-10:30  Woodgrain Beer Bingo
Midco Tent

8:45   Satchel Grande
presented by Midco
Great Western Bank Stage

10:54   Fireworks | By Xcel Energy

Thank you for attending the 7th Annual Downtown Riverfest,
which is organized by Downtown Sioux Falls, Inc. [DSF]. DSF exists to
lovingly feed the downtown community by fostering diverse experiences,
economic growth, and a healthy environment.
We appreciate your support!

SATCHEL GRANDE PRESENTED BY MIDCO
8:45pm - Great Western Bank Stage

The gentlemen of Satchel Grande have long since established themselves as
Cheyhe’s premier good time, bull, and dance band who capture the energy of
packed venues with all original material. With their signature Bill Blacker
on guitar, shades and 70′s inspired attire, this 10-piece act doesn’t just take
the stage, they own it. Keys, percussion, deep bass, clapping, fiery guitar work
and stop-start jam-making is Satchel show and a memory. This sound comes in
to both George Clinton and Steely Dan, yet Satchel manages to not only wear
its influence on its sleeve but to also take those influences and turn them into
something unique. For as promoting party-shaking grooves, Satchel Grande is the
well-aged king.

GOOD MORNING BEDLAM
6:30pm - Great Western Bank Stage

Good Morning Bedlam has become an innovative force in the midwest folk scene. Their shows are known for
their contagious energy, with members soaring about the stage, jumping and dancing with a wild playfulness.
With tight soaring three part harmonies, and thumping kick-drums, they captivate their audience night after night
with no intention of slowing down. Every song is a unique twist on what is generally dubbed as folk music.
Just when you think you know Good Morning Bedlam pegged, they take you in another direction. You will be
tricked to a haunting wrangle, whirling, jazz scatting, and the explosion of the violin melodies.

HOMETOWN GLOW
4:30pm - Great Western Bank Stage

Hometown Glow is breezy, soulful, original music from the heart of the Midwest. Soaring vocals and harmonies,
creative chord progressions, electrifying guitar solos, big jam/piano sounds, and showstopping drums.
All handmade, the sound that Hometown Glow creates is tightly composed and spitting, tempered with just
enough wiggle room to celebrate the art of improvisation. With impressive command of their instruments,
they create complex sonic scenes while staying connected to earth through catchy melodies and composing
listeners encounter what has been described as “Grateful Dead meets Stevie Wonder” and a live show that is
sure to satisfy music purists, self-proclaimed American Idol vocal judges, cigar chomping blue-sikers, and
true band parking lot party patrons.